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Whether you are looking to contrast white cabinets or match darker cabinetry, dark countertops are a stylish
addition to any home. Countertops are a significant investment, so you will want to make sure that you find
a material you will be satisfied with. Whether you choose natural stone, such as granite and marble, or
engineered stone, like quartz, there are plenty of great dark countertops that you can choose from. This guide
will provide you with 30 of the best dark countertop options. 

30 Best Dark Countertops 

Titanium Granite 

Titanium granite is a dark colored stone that features deep off-white veining that accompanies subtle touches
of gold. It will look terrific in any kitchen, bathroom or outdoor setting. It also looks fantastic as a
backsplash. 

Cheyenne Granite 

Cheyenne granite is a black natural stone that has gorgeous unique white veining throughout. No matter
where you install it, a Cheyenne granite countertop is sure to please. 

Ubatuba Granite 

Ubatuba is one of the most popular types of granite countertops. It is a magnificent dark green stone that has
gold, brown and green speckles. 

Sandalus Leather Quartzite 

Sandalus Leather quartzite is a stunning brown quartzite that has hints of gold, black and white. This
impressive natural stone can become the focal point of any room if installed as a countertop. 

5100 Vanilla Noir Caesarstone Quartz 

Not to be confused with quartzite, quartz is an engineered stone. This is not to say that it will not look as
good as natural stone, as many types of quartz can be manufactured to have a natural stone look. This
fantastic black quartz has white speckling. 

Sapphire Blue Granite 

Sapphire Blue granite is a beautiful grey natural stone that has bits of brown present throughout the slab. It is
a fantastic option for any new countertop. 
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Tan Brown Granite 

This popular dark granite features beige speckling throughout. If you are looking for a dark countertop that
will add some serious style to your space, Tan Brown granite is a terrific choice. 

Via Lactea Granite 

Via Lactea granite is grey-black in color and has distinctive white veins that give the stone character. It is a
stunning addition to any home. 

Black Marquina Marble 

Black Marquina marble is a gorgeous black natural stone with white veining. It can add a nice touch of
luxury to any home. 

Sequoia Brown Granite 

Vivid black veins complement the amazing brown base color of this stone. Sequoia Brown granite is truly
one of the most unique and elegant materials you can use for a countertop. 

Orion Granite 

There is truly no going wrong with choosing this incredible natural stone. Waves of brown, beige and amber,
along with silver bits, help to highlight the dark base color of the material. 

Green Galaxy Granite 

Green Galaxy granite is a one-of-a-kind natural stone that features a dark green background. The stone
resembles shooting stars across a dark night sky. 

Viking Black Granite 

This stunning grey and black granite is a magnificent fit for any new kitchen countertop, bathroom vanity
top or outdoor kitchen countertop. The stone will also make quite the visual impact as a backsplash. 

Lunar Night 1525 Quantra Quartz 

Lunar Night 1525 Quantra Quartz is a beautiful dark grey quartz that will look great regardless of where you
install it. 

Original Peacock Green Granite 

If you want a countertop that can take your breath away, Original Peacock Green granite may be just what
you are looking for. The incredible tones of green, gold, white and purple are sure to impress. 

Blues in the Night Granite 
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This terrific natural stone is a gorgeous combination of blue and black that will look great as a countertop. 

Tiger Eye Blue Gemstone 

This incredible one-of-a-kind natural stone features a wonderful combination of dark blue and beige. A 
Tiger Eye Blue gemstone countertop will be unmistakable. 

Porto Rosa Granite 

This amazing natural stone features a black base with distinctive pink veins. If you are looking to make a
strong statement with your countertop, Porto Rosa granite is a great way to do just that. 

Oscuro Mist Granite 

Oscuro Mist granite is a black granite with long white veins. It is one of the most beautiful stones you can
incorporate into your home. 

Green Soapstone 

Green soapstone is a beautiful dark green natural stone that can visually enhance any home. It is a great
choice for a countertop. 

3380 Espresso Caesarstone Quartz 

If you are looking for a stunning dark brown countertop, this magnificent engineered stone can be just what
you desire. You cannot go wrong choosing it for your new countertop. 

Dynasty Brown Marble 

Another terrific brown countertop option is Dynasty Brown marble. This stone features beautiful white and
beige veining. 

Negresco Granite 

This amazing stone has a black background and smoky white veins. It will look great as a countertop in any
space of your home. 

Volga Blue Granite 

Volga Blue granite has a dark blue base with white speckling throughout. This stone will add a magnificent
touch of natural beauty to your home. 

Smoke Soapstone 

Smoke soapstone is a dark grey natural stone that looks amazing as a countertop. It is truly a great fit for any
home. 
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Violet Bamboo Quartzite 

This beautiful quartzite is a perfect choice for a unique dark natural stone countertop. It will look great in
any home setting. 

Altair Granite 

This exotic natural stone has a black base and elegant veins of orange, gold and red. Altair granite is an ideal
choice for any new countertop. 

Platinus Marble 

If you are looking for a darker colored marble, Platinus is a great choice. This stone is grey and has dark
grey veins throughout. 

Black Galaxy Granite 

This consistent solid black stone has copper colored spots throughout. Black Galaxy granite is sure to
impress as a new countertop. 

Cosmic Black Granite 

This beautiful natural stone is a blend of black, grey and white that will visually enhance any part of your
home. Cosmic Black granite is a great choice for a countertop. 

Frequently Asked Questions 

FAQs

What Color Countertops Go with Dark Cabinets?

How Do Dark Countertops Look with Stainless Steel Appliances?

What Color Countertops Go with Dark Cabinets? 

If you are looking to match dark cabinets, a dark colored countertop will look great. Whether the countertop
is black, dark grey, green, blue or brown, it will fit in wonderfully with the kitchen design. 

How Do Dark Countertops Look with Stainless Steel Appliances?

Dark countertops look terrific paired with stainless steel appliances. This will give your kitchen a
magnificent contrasting look. 

No matter which material you choose, dark countertops are a great look for the home. As you can see above,
you will certainly not be limited in your options. Through reviewing this guide, you can be on the road to
finding a beautiful new countertop for your home.
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